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check their work. You should photocopy certain worksheets. Page. Activity. 1. Alphabet worksheets include: x sample alphabet sheet with capital and small.

**Sequence and Resources for Teaching Phonics Alphabet**

u spellings simply because ee, ea, ai and ay are more useful than ui or ew. Following is a Long e: e, ee, ea, y, multi-syllable words with Long e. Long a: a, ai.
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Print a collated copy of the alphabet mini-book for each student (Figure A). Figure A. 2. Fold the cover on the dotted line (Figure B). 3. Stack the other four pages
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Be sure to print our pocket wallet to store the cards! Print two sets and play French Alphabet Mini Cards A-H For classroom and personal use only. NOT FOR.
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Alphabet picture cards.pub Primary Success

Alphabet Picture Cards. Printing: There are two sets - colour and black and white. The objects are the same but the pictures different. Use either one! These can
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Idea for using these cards: Display them in your classroom. Shuffle them and ask the children to sort them into alphabetical order.
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Imagine It! Actions for Alphabet/Sound-Spelling Cards. CARDS (PK-. 3). ACTION. Lamb. Move hand in stroking motion as if patting a lamb. Ball. Move hand as
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BLANK ALPHABET STRIP. APPENDIX B.1. ABC Foundations for Young Children: A Classroom Curriculum by Marilyn Jager Adams. Copyright 2013 Paul H.
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have your child match the upper/lower case letters together, using the pictures as a clue. Print the sheets, cut and then laminate to make them more sturdy for
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This set of Wikki Stix Alphabet Cards is multi-functional. The cards can be upper case letter and one dashed lower case letter along with arrows numbered in.
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